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8.  Supplementary Material  

Listed below is an example of a typical APEX-NBST mission configuration.  Boldfaced 

parameters depend upon desired depth, deployment length, and deployment timing. 

 

ActivateRecoveryMode off 
AscentRate 0.12 
AscentStartTimes -1 -1 -1 -1  
AscentTimeout 60 
AscentTimerInterval 30 
BuoyancyNudge 300 
DeepDescentCount 1615 
DeepDescentPressure 145.00 
DeepDescentTimeout 1 
DeepDescentTimerInterval 60 
DeepProfileFirst off 
DownTime 6537 
EmergencyTimerInterval 3600 
HyperRetractCount 160 
HyperRetractPressure 60.00 
IceBreakupDays 14 
IceCriticalT -1.78 
IceDetectionP 50.00 
IceEvasionP 20.00 
IceMonths 0000 
IdleTimerInterval 7200 
InitialBuoyancyNudge 600 
LeakDetect on 
LogVerbosity 5 
MActivationCount 262 
MActivationPressure 25.00 
MinBuoyancyCount 147 
MinVacuum 9.00 
ParkBuoyancyNudge 16 
ParkDeadBand 15.00 
ParkDescentCount 1615 
ParkDescentTimeout 555 
ParkDescentTimerInterval 60 
ParkPressure 145.00 
ParkTimerInterval 300 
PnPCycleLen 10 
PreludeSelfTest off 
PreludeTime 0 
SurfacePressure 4.00 



TelemetryInterval 300 
UpTime 1440 
VitalsMask 0007 
CheckSum 4408 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figures 

Figure S1.  APEX-NBST (first panel) and trap tube (second panel) assembly diagrams, illustrating views from above and from the 

side.  Parts lists and materials are also shown in the upper right of each panel. 

 

 

 

 



 

 



Figure S2.  SOLO-NBST controller flowchart.  Major subroutines (main mission, autoballast, 

surface, and bailout loops) are marked in red ovals.  The autoballast subroutine is further detailed 

in Figure S3.  Decision points are marked in blue triangles.  Dashed lines connect parts of the 

diagram that have been separated in order to save space on the page.  Abbreviations:  “P” and 

“press” = pressure, “FC” = fast cycle, “dB” = decibars, and “min” = minute of the hour. 

 



Figure S3.  SOLO-NBST autoballast subroutine flowchart.  Label colors are as in Figure S2.  

Tests shown in blue triangles are defined as follows:  “Up Down?” = test whether the NBST is 

moving up or down; “Shallow?” = test whether the NBST is shallower than its park deadband; 

“Deadband?” = tests whether the NBST is within its park deadband; “dPdT” = tests rate of 

pressure change; “DPR” = tests the absolute pressure change since last check.  The variable 

“Ptime” contains the length of time to operate the buoyancy pump to achieve the necessary 

correction.  “L” is a status variable recorded to the instrument’s log. 

 


